Accession Number: SC 2010-04

Collection Name (Title): Unidentified Notebooks

Dates of Material: 1843, undated

Size of Collection: 4 notebooks and 2 partial notebooks

Arrangement:

Restrictions:

Related Material:

Preferred Citation:

Processed on:

Biography/History:

Scope and Content Note:
The collection contains four notebooks containing writings of an unidentified priest. Volume one contains notes from an 1843 retreat as well as sermons. A second book is written in Latin and served as a retreat guide. A third book contains a sermon on the life of St. Francis Xavier. The fourth book contains sermons along with French language exercises. There are two partial notebooks which contain miscellaneous writings.

Box and Folder List:
Folder #1:

- Sermons and Retreat Notes, 1843
- Retreat Guide in Latin, undated
- Sermon on the life of St. F. Xavier, undated
- Sermons and French Exercises, undated
- Partial notebook #1, undated
- Partial notebook #2, undated
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